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Operation Purpose:

The Varroa Controller is a device for beekeepers 
that allows pest control against the varroa mite. 
It has been designed exclusively for the 
treatment of capped bee brood. The principle is 
based on the use of heat and humidity within a 
closed air flow.

The noise level during operation falls below 
70 dB(A).  
  
Maintenance:

Apart from a final cleaning after every use of the 
machine there are no maintenance routines to 
be performed by the beekeeper.  For storage, 
the machine must be unplugged from the grid, 
the water container has to be emtied and taken 
out and the service door shall keep open. The 
device shall be stored in a dry place with the lid 
slightly opened.
     

General Safety Instructions:

Read through this entire manual before you use 
the product for the first time. Follow the 
instructions provided in this manual.

Always take out or empty the water container 
before you move the Varroa Controller to 
another place.

To transport the machine, hold it by the metal 
handle. To lift the machine, use also the handle 
on the rear side and work if necessary with 
another person.  

Unplug the power cable any time you move the 
machine or  open the service door. Operate the 
buttons only with dry hands. Otherwise there is 
the risk of an electric shock.

  

 

The air channel gets hot during operation. 
Therefore, after a treatment touch only the 
water container or make use of gloves in order 
to avoid the risk of a skin burn. 

If you have any doubts about the correct 
functioning of the machine follow the 
instructions on the penultimate  page of this 
operation manual. 

If you identify remaining uncertainties please 
refer to our website:  

                                www.varroa-controller.com

or contact us under:   

                         

This operation manual is the translation of the original instructions and refers to the product "Varroa Controller", VC02/E series.

info@varroa-controller.com        
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Dear beekeepers,

The Varroa Controller has been designed to be easy to use.
Nevertheless please consider the following instructions:

Read carefully every single step of this manual before you go ahead with your first treatment of bee 

brood. Respect the following list of most important instructions:

Only perform treatments at surrounding temperatures between 18°C and 30°C.

Only operate with distilled water in the water container.  

Be extra careful with the correct application of the temperature sensor. Be aware that the success of your 
treatment will directly depend on that.

Do not open the machine when running. Open the service door only when the power cable is 
disconnected!

Never transport or move the Varroa Controller with filled water container! Allways take out or empty the 
water container before relocating the machine. Empty the water container right after you have finished 
your treatments.

Never remove any screws or coverings by applying force or by means of tools. 

Thank you for your trust in the varroa pest control with the Varroa Controller!
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2.

1.

2.
Open the service door on the front side of the machine and 
bring the lever (1) down to the bottom (right position). The 
water container will move downwards. Now take the container 
out of the compartment (2). If the cable length of the swim ring 
seems short, take the swim ring out of the container.

Fill up the water container with distilled water until you reach 
the top edge of the inner metal bracket. 
Press the swim ring shortly under water.
   

Slide the water container back to its original position inside the 
machine until it touches the wall at the rear end. Make sure 
that the swim ring cable entirely lies inside the container.
Move the lever back to the left position lifting up the water 
container to its locked position.
Close the service door again.

The capacity of the water container is enough for at least two 
consecutive treatments.

Place some paper towels on the bottom of the treatment chamber,  
this will facilitate the cleaning after the treatment .   

Filling in water

distilled 
water

position of 
swim ring

content: 3 litres

water level
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Temperatur-
sensor

4.Sensorgehäuse
Hanging in your frames
Now the bee brood can be brought into the treatment 
chamber .Open the lid of the Varroa Controller and hang one 
frame after the other into the tratment chamber, beginning 
from the border of the machine.
Each frame immediately goes from the warmth in the hive to 
the warmth of the preheated Varroa Controller.
The lid shall be opened for every single frame and closed again.
Leave the sensor box on top of the empty frame in the middle 
of the treatment chamber so that the sensor continues 
measuring the air temperature. 
   

  
   

IMPORTANT: You must avoid by any means that the brood 

cools down. Ideally bring the frames directly from the 

warm hive into the  warm device. Avoid delays.
   

You can treat a maximum of 18 frames, which can originate 
from different hives.
   

In any case arrange the frames around the center of the device, 
so that both sides show equal open spaces. 
   
You may not treat different sized frames in one treatment.

   

maximum 18 frames per treatment 

central arrangement
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middle

5.
Pick the empty frame from the middle of the treatment 
chamber and exchange it by the last brood frame you 
want to treat. Put the sensor box on top of this frame 
and insert the temperature sensor inclined into the 
brood cells. Find a spot in the centre of the frame which 
is full of larvae. 

Placing the sensor

Now carefully hang in this last frame and attach 
the sensor holder on top of it.
   

Check that all frames hang in a way that the 

airflow is not blocked and the air can circulate 

freely between the frames.

CORRECT
centered, 

within brood.

WRONG
comes out, 

empty cells.

WRONG
within brood, 

but comes out.

WRONG
 within brood, 

but not centered.

sensor box temperature sensor

center of frameLook out for a properly applied sensor. Check that 

the metal needle does not come out on any side 

of the frame. The metal needle should be entirely

inserted into bee brood. Also check the back of 

the frame.







Troubleshooting
Signals and Error Codes

During treatment the light goes 
off at the main switch.
No signals.

repaeating
beeps

Significance, guide to solve the problem

Blackout.  After a break of up to 15 minutes without power supply the treatment 
will not be affected and can be continued normally. Reestablish immediatly power 
supply. No further action is needed.

Low water level. Turn off the machine and unplug the power cable. Open the 
service door and take out the water container. Fill it up with distilled water (to the 
upper edge of the inner bracket) and bring it back into its correct position in the 
machine. Close the service door, dry your hands (!), plug in the power line again, 
and switch on the machine. 

Overheat. If the machine would measure a critical temperature, the heating will 
be turned off automatically and the treatment is immediately interrupted. Turn off 
the unit. In this case immediately open the lid and bring your brood frames back 
to their hives. Contact us!

Not enough humidity. The treatment has to be stpped. Turn off the machine, 
open the lid, and bring back the brood frames to the hives. Contact us! 

Humidity sensor is defect. The treatment has to be stopped. Turn off the 
machine, open the lid, and bring back the brood frames to the hives. Contact us!   

Temperature sensor is defect.  The treatment has to be stopped. Turn off the 
machine, open the lid, and bring back the brood frames to the hives. Contact us! 
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In case of questions write us to:

info@varroa-controller.com

- name of machine: Varroa Controller
- series: VC02/E
- nominal power: 700W
- year of manufacture:    

- dimension: 42 kg (model STANDARD)
                     44 kg (model LARGE),
                     46 kg (model X-LARGE) 
- declaration of conformity
  The Varroa Controller series VC02/E complies with the
  following EU-directives and international norms:
  2006/95/EC, 2006/42/EC, 2004/108/EC,
  EN 14121-1, EN 12100-1, EN 60204

2014
2015
2016    
2017


